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UNESCO HERITAGE SITES
Poland boasts a number of landmarks listed
as UNESCO World Heritage Sites. For a full
list, visit this website: www.poland.travel
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Sixteen such churches are
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ŁAŃCUT CASTLE [i9]

32

39

KRASICZYN [i10]

CIESZYN SILESIA [i5]

A walk in the 30-hectare

This castle considered a

Cieszyn Silesia is a historical

The Great Lake District is,

English-style park

treasure of Polish

region lying in Poland and

above all, a paradise for

surrounding one of Poland’s

Renaissance architecture lies

Czechia. It is an excellent

listed as heritage sites – 8 in

This group of historically

yachtsmen, offering an

most beautiful aristocratic

on the River San, just 10 km

place for ski tourism,

Poland and 8 in Ukraine.

valuable and architecturally

inland waterway 120

residences is an

from the historical town of

wintertime hiking, cycling as

Built from the 16th century in

interesting wooden

kilometres long for sailing,

unforgettable aesthetic

Przemyśl. From the

well as mountaineering. The

sub-Carpathian villages

churches forms part of a

with well-developed

experience. It is also worth

courtyard, visitors can

region is famous for

inhabited mostly by

larger tourist trail tracing

infrastructure. And although

visiting for the country’s

admire some rare sgraffito

heklowanie, a unique

It was entered on the

Orthodox or Greek Catholic

wooden architecture. The

Masuria is commonly

UNESCO list as one of the

faithful, they are

churches represent different

masterpieces of carpentry.

HISTORIC CENTRE OF KRAKÓW [i7]

biggest collection of horse-drawn vehicles. The park

wall decorations presenting biblical and hunting scenes as

referred to as the Land of a Thousand Lakes, there are actually

resounds with music every May during the annual Music

well as Polish kings. It is also worth noting the round

practised exclusively by the women of Koniaków and entered

Festival.

structures at the corners: the Divine, Papal, Royal and

on Poland’s national list of UNESCO intangible cultural

Noblemen’s towers.

heritage.

33

12

architectural styles, from

more than 3,000 of them! The region of Warmia and Masuria

Sites (in 1978). It

On the Polish side of the border, they are the tserkvas in

Gothic, through

is one of the most interesting areas in Poland in terms of

encompasses the Old

Chotyniec, Radruż, Smolnik, Turzańsk, Brunary Wyżne,

Renaissance, to Baroque.

natural as well as historical sites; besides exploring beautiful,

Town within the old city

Kwiatoń, Owczary and Powroźnik.

first 12 World Heritage

walls, Wawel Hill, and the
districts of Kazimierz and
Stradom. The area is home

1

HISTORIC CENTRE OF WARSAW [E8]

to some unique places

Most of them are framework structures, the oldest of them

wild nature, it is also worth visiting the region’s many

dating back to the 14th century.

picturesque towns.

26

RUINS OF OGRODZIENIEC CASTLE [H6]

PIESKOWA SKAŁA [i7]

lace-making technique

TORUŃ [D5]

Ogrodzieniec Castle, or

17

MUSKAUER PARK [F2]

22

SŁOWIŃSKI NATIONAL PARK [A4]

rather its ruins, lies in the

Even just the castle’s

Toruń is a tourism icon of

Kraków-Częstochowa

location on a protruding

Kujawsko-Pomorskie

Upland (Jura). In the 16th

rock surrounded by

province and a city of

and structures, to mention

The strict conservation

the Main Market Square,

protection zone

Established in the first half

Słowiński Park listed as a

century this aristocratic

precipices on three sides

enormous cultural heritage

i.e. Europe’s largest medieval market square, featuring the

encompasses the Old and

of the 19th century, this is

UNESCO Biosphere

residence was one of the

testifies to its military past. It

testifying to its historical

Cloth Hall (a 16th-century Renaissance trading building)

New Towns in the historical

the largest English-style

Reserve, it was established

most impressive in Poland,

is one of the best-preserved

economic and political

and the Town Hall Tower; the Barbican (a part of the old

centre of Warsaw, as the

park in Poland and in

to preserve the natural

but seized and plundered as

buildings on the Trail of the

power. The city’s medieval

fortifications) and Florian Gate which is a remnant of the

oldest part of the

Germany. It stretches across

landscape of littoral lakes,

a result of wars in the 17th

Eagles’ Nests. The museum

layout is listed as a UNESCO

wall that used to surround the city and comprised 47

conurbation. Completely

diverse terrain on both

marshes and, above all,

century, the castle began to

exhibition in the castle

towers, gates and moats; St. Mary’s Basilica with a

rebuilt from war damage,

sides of the Lusatian Neisse

Europe’s unique moving

World Heritage Site, and

fall into ruin. Today, beautifully situated Ogrodzieniec is one

interiors takes visitors on a journey through the history of

Toruń gingerbread is instantly recognisable all over the

15th-century altar carved by Veit Stoss as well as the

the Old Town is a true gem of the Polish capital! Its colourful

border river. The greater

sand dunes which on dry and sunny days create an illusion of

of the main sites on the Trail of the Eagles’ Nests which owes

European art: each room is dedicated to a different period,

country. The most important resident of Toruń was Nicolaus

Jewish district of Kazimierz with its historical synagogues

tenements and the unique atmosphere of its narrow streets

part of the park complex

desert expanses. Łeba is the area’s major town.

its name to the ruins of castles and fortresses along the way,

from Gothic art to the period between the two world wars.

Copernicus, whose fame has given Toruń its strong

and cemetery.

are truly enchanting. It is worth visiting the Royal Castle and

lies in Poland. Marked

8

WIELICZKA AND BOCHNIA
ROYAL SALT MINES [i7]

seeing Sigismund’s Column as well as the Main Market Square

walking, cycling and horse-riding trails run along its edges.

with a statue of the mermaid that is the city’s emblem.

The park’s highlights include a beautiful castle (standing on

perched on the least accessible rocks. In a recent screen

23

TATRA MOUNTAINS [J7]

adaptation of The Witcher, Ogrodzieniec “played” Sodden
Hill where the final battle was fought.

association with astronomy.

34

PSZCZYNA [i6]

the German side).

11

OLD CITY OF ZAMOŚĆ [H10]

The Wieliczka Salt Mine,

The highest mountains in

4

Poland. The tallest peak is

CENTENNIAL HALL IN WROCŁAW [G4]

27

This former medieval

DUNAJEC CASTLE IN NIEDZICA [J7]

aristocratic residence, which

Rysy (2,499 m) and the most

gained its present

PLACES AWARDED
a Polish Tourism
Organisation Gold
Certificate

distinctive one is Giewont.

The medieval castle

neo-Baroque style in the

This reinforced concrete

At its foot, in Zakopane and

picturesquely located on

course of 19th-century

on the trade route

structure designed by Max

neighbouring towns, tourists

Lake Czorsztyńskie offers a

modernisations, is

UNESCO World Heritage

connecting Western and

Berg reflects the

will find everything they

magnificent view of the

surrounded by an

Site. The site’s entry was

Northern Europe with the

expressionist style. The

need: skiing and hiking

surrounding area: the Pieniny

English-style park on over

later expanded to include

Black Sea. The original urban

design was extremely

routes, cableways, exquisite views, delicious regional food

Mountains, the dam, the

the Bochnia Mine, the

layout has survived to our

innovative. At the time of its

and fascinating folklore.

ruins of Czorsztyn Castle,

worth seeing the excellently preserved interiors, the

The tourist route leading

An outdoor park popularising

oldest in Poland. The

times practically unchanged,

opening in 1913, the hall

and even the Tatra

Miniatures Room and the armoury.

mainly underground takes

palaeontological knowledge.

historical Royal Salt Mines

together with the exquisite

boasted the greatest span in

visitors through former silver,

Visitors can see what the

lead and zinc mines. Tourists

world was like millions of

get to see mine faces carved

years ago, stand nose to nose

in rock, transport galleries

with dinosaurs, and learn
something about their distant

like Kraków, was among

A gem of the Renaissance

the first places in the

and an “ideal city”, situated

world to be listed as a

are among the oldest salt

Town Hall, 3 market squares and most of the buildings as well

the world. The central dome

mines in the world. Mining

as magnificent fortifications.

is 65 metres in diameter. The

in the region began in the 13th century. In Wieliczka you

hall is located in a very attractive spot, between Wrocław Zoo

can follow a 3-kilometre underground tourist route

and the Japanese Garden.

leading through 20 chambers at a depth of 64 to 135

12

MEDIEVAL TOWN OF TORUŃ [D5]

metres. Decorations you get to admire along this route

CASTLES AND PALACES
2

WAWEL: The Seat of Kings in Kraków,
Poland’s Former Capital [i7]

TARNOWSKIE GÓRY SILVER MINE [H6]

150 hectares. It is definitely

Mountains. Some as yet
unexplained mysteries of the castle include traces of the
presence of Inca – descendants of Tupac Amaru II escaping

35

MOSZNA [H5]

Spanish persecution, the legend of a hidden treasure, and the
As many rooms as there are

and giant chambers from the

picturesque Dunajec is also featured in the screen adaptation

days in the year as well as

turn of the 18th and 19th

of The Witcher – as a Temerian stronghold.

99 towers and turrets: the

centuries. This is an example

knowledge is offered by sites like the Pavilion with genuine

River Vistula, this rocky hill

numbers themselves show

of mining engineering genius and a monument of history that

dinosaur bones and the Prehistoric Oceanarium. There are

was the seat of spiritual and

how unusual this castle is,

is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

also around 250 life-size animal models, the biggest ones

include sculptures, chandeliers and other objects made

Toruń is a city of red-brick

of salt. The 2-kilometre sightseeing route in Bochnia

Gothic architecture, Nicolaus

starts with a ride down a shaft to a depth exceeding

Copernicus and

220 metres.

gingerbread. Its location on

Tarnowskie Góry used to be

are traces indicating human

the River Vistula contributed

Poland’s biggest silver mine.

settlement here from the

Picturesquely situated on

to the city’s economic

In the 16th century it was a

Palaeolithic. The first

Lake Leśniańskie, the castle

development from the very

major centre of ore

cathedral was built on Wawel

was built in the 13th century

by its surroundings. It is worth seeing the exotic plants

An extraordinary place

beginning. Toruń’s wealth

production and export that

Hill in the year 1000. Wawel flourished especially strongly in the

as a defensive stronghold. It

growing in the palm house, the lovely park with old specimens

where the past meets the

was reflected in its defensive

9

AUSCHWITZ-BIRKENAU:
Former German Nazi Concentration
and Extermination Camp (1940-1945) [i6]

41
KRASIEJÓW SCIENCE
AND ENTERTAINMENT PARK [H5]

ghost of an Indian princess haunting the castle. The

Overlooking a bend of the

18
TARNOWSKIE GÓRY
LEAD-SILVER-ZINC MINE [H6]

18

secular authorities, but there

28

CZOCHA [G2]

even up to 60 metres long! The consultants involved in their

its beginnings dating back
to the 17th century. The
building’s fairy-tale

ancestors. Fun and

1

WARSAW RISING MUSEUM [E8]

character is also highlighted

construction include world-famous dinosaur experts.

42
WOODEN ARCHITECTURE TRAIL
IN MAŁOPOLSKA [i7] [i8] [J7] [J8]

influenced the development

15th-16th centuries. This was when the Gothic royal castle was

is full of secret passages,

of azaleas and rhododendrons, and the 200-year-old linden

present – a site of memory

walls, town halls, tenements and numerous churches. The

of international trade.

converted into a Renaissance residence that was among the

underground corridors and

avenue criss-crossed by canals and bridges.

combined with an

The Wooden Architecture

A museum that serves as

UNESCO-listed historical part of Toruń comprises 3 medieval

Tarnowskie Góry went on to

finest in Central Europe. After the national capital was moved

trapdoors waiting to be

innovative exhibition.

Trail in Małopolska

testimony to and a symbol

areas: the Old and New Towns and the Teutonic castle.

win itself a lasting place in

to Warsaw, it remained one of the royal residences, and

discovered by tourists. Due

Multimedia have been used

comprises over 250 valuable

the history of the industrial

coronations and funerals of rulers continued to take place in the

to its location, the castle

to recreate the atmosphere

examples of wooden

of the Polish capital during

architecture: picturesque

the 1944 uprising, helping

churches, beautiful tserkvas,

of Nazi German genocide.
In 1940, at the order of
Heinrich Himmler, a
complex of camps known

13

CASTLE OF THE TEUTONIC ORDER
IN MALBORK [C6]

as Auschwitz-Birkenau was
built on the outskirts of

The largest preserved

the town of Oświęcim. The

medieval castle in Europe.

exhibitions open to

The construction of this

tourists include barracks, barbed wire fencing, guard

Gothic fortress built by the

towers, gallows, gas chambers and crematoria.

Teutonic Order took 30

revolution, among other things due to its early use of steam

cathedral. Today visitors can view the Royal Apartments and

technology in underground water draining. Its pioneering

State Rooms, the Crown Treasury and the Armoury. One

water management system deserves special mention. Today

curiosity of Wawel Hill is the Dragon’s Den, which is a cave in

the underground sightseeing route is a great attraction that

the western slope and part of the legend of the Wawel dragon.

29

BARANÓW SANDOMIERSKI [H8]

includes a boat ride.

19
KRZEMIONKI – PREHISTORIC STRIPED
FLINT MINING REGION [G8]

1

Lying in the Vistula River

ROYAL RESIDENCES IN WARSAW [E8]

years and started in the

POLISH
TOURISM BRANDS
36

POLISH
TOURIST
BRANDS

visitors understand history better. The museum was built as

slender bell towers, old

a tribute to those who fought and died for a free Poland.

manor houses, wooden villas
and open-air museums. Some of the sites on the trail are

BESKIDS [i6]

12

valley, the castle is often

LIVING MUSEUM OF GINGERBREAD [D5]

referred to as the “little

The Beskids are a region and

The Royal Castle was a royal

Wawel”. It was designed by

mountains in the south of

The atmosphere of a

residence, the venue of

Italian architect Santi Gucci,

Poland, lying partly in

16th-century gingerbread

UNESCO-listed.

43

TRAIL OF THE EAGLES’ NESTS [H6]

13th century. Noteworthy

Krzemionki – mines from the

parliamentary sessions, and

who was also a court artist at

Czechia and Slovakia. This is

bakery is created not only by

One of the most

exhibits include militaria, a

Neolithic and Early Bronze

the country’s administrative

the Royal Castle in Kraków.

a region rich in folklore, with

interior design and rich

picturesque tourist routes

unique collection of amber goods, reconstructed chambers

Age (ca. 3900 to 1600 BCE)

and cultural centre. It was also

This world-class historical

many examples of historical

aromas, but also by the

in Poland. It owes its name

of Teutonic Order dignitaries, St. Anne’s Chapel and the

– is one of the largest and

where the 3 May Constitution

site, a gem of Renaissance

wooden architecture. Folk

opportunity to hear some

to the ruins of castles and

chapter house.

best-preserved sites of its

was passed – the first modern

architecture, is surrounded by a park. The interiors of the

art is prominent in buildings,

legends about gingerbread

strongholds built in the

kind in the world. Today

constitution in Europe and

former residence of the Leszczyński family currently house a

interior design, everyday articles and tools. One of the main

and Toruń. The museum’s

14th century on almost

museum, a restaurant and a luxury hotel.

reasons to come here is active tourism, both in winter and in

chief attraction is actual

14

KALWARIA ZEBRZYDOWSKA:
Mannerist Architectural and Park
Landscape Complex and Pilgrimage Park [i6]

Krzemionki’s greatest

the second one in the world (after that of the United States).

attraction is its

Today visitors to the castle can admire the thrones of Poland’s

underground route – the

last rulers as well as paintings by Rembrandt. The castle is the

only such trail in the world open to the general public.

starting point of the Royal Route, a trail leading to two

Visitors can also view a reconstructed Neolithic settlement.

magnificent royal summer residences. Royal Łazienki Park is

summer.

30

BRANICKI PALACE IN BIAŁYSTOK [D10]

37

LAND OF LOESS GORGES [G9]

inaccessible rocks up to

gingerbread-making under the supervision of qualified

30 m high. The trail starts in Kraków and ends in

instructors wearing period costumes.

Częstochowa.

INDUSTRIADA [i5] [i6] [H6]

44
WOODSTOCK FESTIVAL POLAND:
today PolʻandʻRock Festival [E1]

Kalwaria Zebrzydowska is a

one of the most beautiful palace and park complexes in Europe

The best-preserved Baroque

famous pilgrimage

and both locals’ and tourists’ favourite area for walks. It is worth

garden in Poland enchants

The Land of Loess Gorges is

seeing the historical interiors of the Palace on the Isle. At

visitors with its perfect

an area in the western part

A cultural festival

summer weekends the park is a venue for cultural events. On

symmetry. Thanks to the

of Lubelskie province. The

celebrating Poland’s

One of the more

Sundays in summertime, concerts of Chopin’s music take place

efforts of 17th-century

name is a reference to

industrial heritage. It is held

recognisable events in

at the Chopin monument. Since 1959 these concerts have

architect Tylman van

Europe’s largest complex of

in many places on the

Poland, held annually at the

always gathered crowds of music lovers, and leading pianists

Gameren, the Branicki

loess gorges. The area has

Industrial Monuments Route

turn of July and August in

consider a performance here to be a great honour. Wilanów

family’s palace was dubbed

great agritourism potential,

that leads to the most

Kostrzyn nad Odrą. Several

the “Versailles of the North”

offering not only classic

interesting post-industrial

destination on the Papal
Trail. It features the
sanctuary of the Bernardine
Fathers, numerous small
churches, chapels and
statues – a total of 44 sites.
The complex of chapels and
churches reproduces the layout of Jerusalem as described in
the Gospel.

NATIONAL PARKS
and Other Natural Attractions
Poland boasts 23 national parks, including the
UNESCO-listed Białowieża Forest. They present
all types of protected landscapes, from the sea to
high mountains. You can find a complete list here:
www.poland.travel.
But not just the parks are worth exploring.
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CHURCHES OF PEACE
IN JAWOR AND ŚWIDNICA [G3] [H6]

20

Palace was the summer residence of King John III Sobieski; it is
among the finest examples of Baroque architecture and has

and was unparalleled in this part of Europe. Many cultural

agritourism farms but also rural accommodation at no longer

been dubbed the Polish Versailles. Magnificent gardens were

events are held at this unique venue.

operating farms.

landscaped around the palace, delighting visitors to this day.
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BIAŁOWIEŻA FOREST [D10] [D11]

These several-storey
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often serves as scenery for films and TV series.

and around the world perform here every year. Next to big

The festival includes lots of

music stars, debuting performers are also featured.

concerts, shows, exhibitions, creative workshops and special
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KSIĄŻ CASTLE [H3]

dozen bands from Poland

sites in Śląskie province.
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KOZŁÓWKA [F9]

sightseeing programmes.

LUBLIN [G9] [G10]

This 18th-century palace is

Lublin is an exquisite city

The third-largest castle in

the only Polish aristocratic

with varied terrain, many

40
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MANUFAKTURA IN ŁÓDŹ [F6]

GOLD MINE IN ZŁOTY STOK [H4]

The Manufaktura complex
is a tourist attraction and a

Protestant churches were

Poland’s oldest national

Poland, after Malbork and

residence untouched by

gorges, valleys and hills. It

Europe’s only faithful replica

meeting place for local

built in the second half of

park, the forest lies on the

Wawel. Once described as

World War II. Its interiors are

boasts a seven-century

of a medieval mining village

residents, offering culture,

the 17th century. They are

border between Poland and

“the gem of Silesia”, it sits

the original design from the

history that is told by its

with equipment that is not

entertainment, services and

among the biggest wooden

Belarus. Although the

picturesquely on a steep

19th and early 20th

historic buildings, traditional

just on display but actually

shopping in one place.

churches in the world! Built

European bison is its symbol,

rock formation. The castle,

centuries, housing a

flavours and legends. Lublin

works, reproducing different

Former factory buildings

from impermanent materials

Białowieża Forest is also

whose history goes back to

collection of valuable works

is justly called a city of

functions from the past.

and inconspicuous from the

home to 50 other mammal

the 13th century, boasts

of art. In addition, the former

inspiration: lying on the border of the European Union and

Tourists can take a boat ride

Europe’s biggest shopping centres, a luxury hotel, museums

coach house is home to

house one of Central

outside, they boast vast interiors with incredible, rich

species, around 200 bird

impressive interiors. Even more excitement is provided by the

Eastern Europe, it has long been the host of respected

along an underground

and an entertainment centre. In summer, part of the area

polychrome decorations. The church in Jawor has room for

species and 1,000 insect

underground tunnels excavated as part of Nazi Germany’s

Poland’s only Socialist-Realist Art Gallery with more than

international festivals and arts projects. These events draw

corridor, pan for gold, mint a

turns into a sandy beach, and into an ice rink in winter. The

around 6,000 people, and the one in Świdnica – for 7,500,

species as well as ancient trees. The forest occupies more than

mysterious project at the castle during World War II. Some of

1,600 sculptures, drawings, etchings and posters from the

famous artists from all over the world to the city and turn its

gold coin and admire the treasury. Poland’s only

longest fountain in Europe – an impressive 300 metres – can

including as many as 3,000 seats.

150,000 hectares.

the underground routes are open for sightseeing.

1950s praising communism.

streets into a colourful multicultural crowd.

subterranean waterfall is found here as well.

also be found here.
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